
Come and stand in your own mastery alongside Saint Germain, the 
master alchemist, in the this very rare opportunity, as he visits Romania for 
the very first time. 

As master of the Violet Flame, the flame of alchemy and God's true 
loving gifts of forgiveness, mercy, transmutation and transformation, he leads
us first-hand, through simple self-mastery techniques. Giving oneself more 
inner freedom and a fullness yet rarely attained in the physical, emotional, 
mental and spiritual bodies. 

Embrace new heights of instant synchronization on a daily basis, and be
an everlasting beacon of fire that no one can put out. Alchemy allows us to be
eternally sustained and maintained in cosmic order and divine justice. In 
complete harmony, balance and joy. For the true alchemist lives a full life, 
rich in spirit, where dreams constantly manifest. Where thought is our reality. 
And knowing that is the natural law, that miracles are abundant, everywhere, 
and all the time. 

Living in the now, and lead only be the intuition, there lies a constancy 
and everlasting suspension of time and space, where we are embracing 
unconditional love, the one with all. From complete majesty and reverence in
the heart, come celebrate the full activation our inner Alchemist!

* The Facets of Alchemy, The Heart & Love
* Guided Meditation & Visualizations
* Violet Flame Introduction and Initiations
* Power of The Spoken Word, Group Affirmations
* Empowered with Sound and Color Frequencies
* Universal Dances of Peace (Sufi Dance)
* Group Sound Healing Activation Music Circle

* Saint Germain live Performance: Concert and Kirtan

* Dream Workshop, Symbology and Geometry
* Violet Flame Mantras and Violet Flame Water Ceremony
* Group Affirmations and Sacred Heart-Songs
* Cellular Memory Cleansing Group Circle
* Middle Earth Secrets and Secrets of the Cosmos
* Ascension Poetry and Spoken Word Transformation
* Ancient Angel Wash Group Healing Ceremony

www.saintgermainvioletflame.com


